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 Also all the heroes looked very distinct. It was a very simple and well balanced game. Some people already mentioned that Dota was still great even before Dota2. I like that they actually added more details to the game, they improved almost everything, the game became very easy, the hero models were better. I also liked that in Dota2 they added a lot of game modes like Coop, but the game still
retains the original DotA's simplicity. That kind of makes me wonder why most of the people here dislike dota. I mean, I love Dota, I've played it for almost as long as I've played LoL. The only bad thing is that the skill cap is pretty low and when you first start playing, you have no idea what you're doing. You learn as you play, but it took me a year before I was "good". Since I started playing League
about a year ago I've always been the odd man out. There are dozens of people playing League with as much skill as myself and they are always getting fed by 2-3 "rookies". I'm often asked why I like League over DotA. I usually reply that I like playing on Summoner's Rift more than on the battlegrounds. Since the last update on Summoner's Rift, everything on the jungle has been changed. I still like
how new and different everything looks, but I think I prefer the old jungle model. I also play COD as a side game, but League has a higher skill cap and it's much easier to learn. Dota was still great, but the dotA experience on android was too. Same maps, same game play, same UI and same interface. Great time killer when playing on my phone. Just not a full fledged game. Tbh I've played it on my

phone more then I play League. Dota2 was a massive game changer when it came out. Because of their deep dive into a smaller scope game, the game felt like it had a better atmosphere and player experience. The improvements in graphical fidelity, game mechanics, and character 82157476af
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